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Introduction
Addition of student papers, research materials, and audio tapes pertaining to folklore research at the University of Missouri-Columbia.

Restriction
Includes all accessions. Open for use. NO photocopying allowed.

Box List

Box 1
Spring 1989
Baechle, Welcome to the World of Aids (tape)
Baney, A Cookbook of Young Adult Jokes (tape)
Barrett, A Study on the Folklore of Fortune Telling (tape)
Baumel, Immigrants From Ireland
Beaverson, The Legends of Zombie Road (tape)
Bono, Cut From a New Pattern--Tradition Meets Untraditional (tape)
Burns, A Transition Time (tape)
Carter, Jokes Told By Today’s Electric Youths (tape)
Carter, Life On the Railroad
Clark, The Legend of Amity Road (tape)
Counce, The Legend of Hookmans (tape)
Edgar, The Legend of Juan Escobar
Egizii and Meyers, Ghost Stories (tape)
Hays, Adventures of Zombie Road (tape)
Horton, Material Traditions of American Graveyards (tape)
Horton, The Chase Legends (tape)
Howell, Other Sheep I Have Which Are Not of This Fold
Jordan, Family Stories (tape)
Kacprowicz, The Albino Farm
Kuhn, Kappa Kappa Gamma Ghost Stories (tape)
Lamb, Pick-Up the Lines (tape)
Landsbaum, Folklore of Bartenders (tape)
Lewis, Gateway Tunnels
Lipp, Slumber Party Folklore (tape)
Miller, Sociology and the Legend Cycle
Prica, Paper and Pencil Games of Chance
Ridgely, Legends Existing Among the Ridgely Family
Schaefer, The Wheeler Legend
Smith, How Jokes Further the Process of Male Bonding (tape)
Tapko, Sugar Creek Slavic Catholic Wedding Celebrations (2 tapes)
Theus, Children’s Games (tape)
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Thompson, The Ozark Spooklight (tape)
Thornton, The Bubble Head Legend (tape)
Wilkinson, Zombie Road (tape)

Box 2
Fall 1986
Bouckaert, Gravestone Art
Bourne, Folklore Games
Cary, Proposal for Fieldwork (tape)
Chipley, I Remember the Flood of ’73 (tape)
Cunningham, St. Pat’s at UM-Rolla
Dial, Auctioneers and Their Jokes
Harris, The Heroic Musician and the Fool
Hauschild, Testimonies
Heise, Vacation Stories of the Heises
Keough, Superstitions (tape)
Kilk, The Brookshire Legend (tape)
Lammers, The House
Mitchell, Sports: Don Faurot
Muehlebach, Deaf Puns and Jokes
Nelson, Home Canning
Nugent, Female Dormitory Residents and Supernatural Legends (tape)
Rogers, Narcotics Anonymous as a Folkgroup
Schukai, Chester: The Legends of Ghosts in Sorority House (tape)
Slattery, Sermons of Roman Catholic Priests (tape)
Small, Jodies (tape)
Sperling, An Assortment of Jokes (tape)
Stallings, Santa Claus
Stark, Family Lore
Vasseghi, Persian Proverbs
Walter, Graffiti
West, Darts

Fall 1988
Beckman, Stories Told by SCA Women (tape)
Bond, Grace
Bourgeois, Acid Lore in Columbia
Brown, Hangover Cures (tape)
Cassell, Superstitions Among College Students (tape)
Clune, Family New Year’s Day Traditions (tape)
Jeffries, The Legend of Ether Eddie
Kaiser, Survival of the Fittest (tape)
Meeker, Stories of Columbia Lesbians (2 tapes)
Mihelic, Slumber Parties as Folklore (tape)
Nance, Generational Study of Family Lore
O’Connor, Ghost Legends of the Phi Kappa Psi House (tape)
Rogers, A Study of Women Who Uphold Family Traditions
Surek, Evil Nun Stories (tape)
Wefelmeyer, Foodways of Kaye Cary (tape)
Wilson, The Stone Streak (tape)

Box 3

Fall 1988
Bachman, Folklore in Childbirthing Experiences
Evans, Menarche Stories
Flatley, A Collection of Thunder and Lightening Tales
Fleming, A New Name for an Old Tradition (2 tapes)
Harris, Stories of a Missouri Grandma (tape)
Hert, The Ghosts of CMC (tape)
Hirtz, Legends of Burned Man
Kaufman, Nuns as Folk Groups (2 tapes)
Kaulfuss, Chinese Medicine in Chicago
Keely, Family Vacations
Lewis, Family Narratives (tape)
Mooney, Chester (tape)
Moore, Political Jokes
Oro, Jokes as Folklore
Riley, Jokes That Women Tell (tape)
Rothernich, Slam Songs of Fraternities and Sororities (tape)
Slosar, Bootlegging on the Hill
Stiebler, Restaurant Folklore (tape)
Taylor, Stories of a South Dakota Grandmother (2 tapes)
Watson, Ghost Stories of Fraternities and Sororities (tape)
Wefelmeyer, Conservators of an Ethnic Family
White, Winemaking: Nice and Easy (tape)

Fall 1990
Cooke, Airmen’s Derogatory Stories of Officers
Engel, The Vanishing Hitchhiker (2 tapes)
Howard, Lemp Mansion (tape)
Murray, Jump Rope Rhymes (tape)
Oliver, An African American Soul Singer (tape)
Peterson, Initiation Folklore (tape)
Ramage, Hand Clapping Games (2 tapes)
Sinner, German Folklore Traditions (tape)
Spillars, An Analysis of Ghost Lore in Mexico, Missouri (tape)
Wade, Ghosts of the Educated Fold (tape)

Box 4

Fall 1990
Barnes, Superstitions in Sports (tape)
Becker, Basket Making
Braun, Family Folklore
Brown, Ghost Lore
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Brown, Special Beginnings
Brunner, Selling Techniques of Brass Buckle (2 tapes)
Buerkle, Ghost Lore (tape)
Butler, Dorm Folklore
Eagen, Folklore of Family (tape)
Easterling, Folk Arts and Crafts (tape)
Evans, Material Folklore (tape)
Ferguson, Quilting
Galen, Family Folklore
Gialde, Italian-American Folk Beliefs
Haas, American Wedding Traditions
Holland, Weather Signs Used by Farmers (tape)
Jackson, Ghost Stories in Columbia, Missouri (tape)
Joplin, Folk Foodways (tape)
Klayman, Courtship and Love Stories (tape)
Kushna, Folkways in Families
Long, Grandmother’s Quilts (tape)
Macchi, Children’s Games
Mann, Quakers in Mid-Missouri (tape)
Marriott, Folklore of Residence Halls (tape)
McBeth, Black English Dialect
McCarty, Folklore of Fairmont Race Track (tape)
Morris, The Legend of Screamin’ Johnnies (tape)
Nash, Jokelore
Pohl, New Year’s Day Traditions (tape)
Reece, Folklore of the Sanctified Church (2 tapes)
Riddell, Evolution of Chair Making
Rogers, Confederate Gold Legend (tape)
Russell, Childhood Songs
Saum, Chouteau Grotto Caving Club
Seipel, Folk Musicians (2 tapes)
Sonke, Ghost Stories
Steiert, Hangover Remedies (2 tapes)
Stone, Folklore of Marching Mizzou
Thede, Oral Traditions of an Australian-American Family
Tomlin, Craft Festivals (2 tapes)
Vandiver, Ritual of Candle Lighting (tape)
Veach, Different As Expected
Veras, Pine Needle Basketmaking (tape)
Willingham, The Ghost of Senior Hall (tape)
Wright, Ghost Lore (tape)

Box 5
Fall 1990
Boyer, Folk Beliefs in High School Football (tape)
Grus, Modern Day Legends of Zombie Road (tape)
Hortua, Pasadas: A Latin American Tradition (tape)
King, Legend of the Ghost of Senior Hall (tape)
Korte, Family Stories
Kramer, Family Legends (tape)
Maminta, The Function of Family Stories (tape)
Materer, Folk Music (tape)
Meyers, Nigerian Folklore (tape)
Mulhearn, Deaths in Threes (2 tapes)
Nichols, Legend of Old Drum (tape)
Osburn, The Chester Files: Gho (1) Stories (tape)
Parsons, Summer Camp Songs (tape)
Zanone, Legends of Jesse James (tape)

Additional Release Forms

Tapes

Curtis Bourgeois, Les Bourgeois Winery
Matt Adrian, Quilting